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Abstract
Internet marketing is an interesting topic especially for researchers in the marketing field. It is a new
way of marketing a product/service globally to the targeted market around the world. It is a Portal
where the Retailers are able to promote their shop. It is a platform on which different Brands can
promote their schemes and discounts. The research was based on a study of a sample size of 1000
retailers, using simple random sample selected from the existing database.
Amazon is the leader in the market followed by Flipkart, Snapdeal & Olx.in. The effective
promotional strategy used is able to create and provide effective internet based customer services.
20-30 customers visit their shop daily through the reference of the site.
Key Words: Web portal, Social Media, Retailing, Carbon footprint, Digital advertising.

India Online Market
Internet use keeps growing in India
India is the second-most populated country in the world with over 1.2 billion people. However, its
online market is not as developed as that in industrialized countries or China, yet. Online advertising,
for example, is only a 600 crore (ca. 8.4 Mio.€) industry in India, a mere 3% of the total Indian
advertising industry.

Internet penetration
Internet penetration in India is still only 11%. India is where China was in 2006, and China’s
penetration rate is now about 40% and its economic system has really burgeoned.
The example of China –whose online penetration rate was equally low only six years ago- shows that
in particular the populous countries can develop into major global players in the internet realm
quickly.
We have analyzed the development of internet penetration in India up to date in detail and applied
our proprietary forecast tool. We predict 27% online penetration in 2015 or in other words, more
than a doubling in market size over the next four years.
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Internet users in India

- China, India and the USA are the world’s largest countries by
population. As the graphic below shows, India is far behind those two countries by the number of
total Internet users today.

Asia Top Internet Countries
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Online retail sale in India
E-commerce is also playing a major role in multimedia, entertainment and the fashion industry.
Websites such as Flipkart, Snapdeal, and Homeshop18 are all similar to Amazon offer and are serious
competition to the global player. Amazon when entering the Indian market in partnership with
5ungle.com did not even manage to raise large media attention locally. Less than 40% of the online
community was aware of the entry of Amazon and the company is just struggling among the many
other online retail players. As shown by the table below online shops are popular web sites in India.

Benefits of internet marketing for the customer
Customers have gained immensely from the use of the internet. As the number of users of the
internet increase more and more will shop online. Listed below are some of the benefits of the
internet for the customer.

Customers stay updated
Customers are kept updated with product information either via the website or emails. With the
internet now becoming mobile, through 3G technology and Wi-Fi, customers can be kept updated
almost in real time.

Customers can compare online
One of the greatest advantages for the customer is that they can compare products or services they
wish to purchase from the comfort of their own homes. Instead of visiting a number of different
retail outlets, the user simply has to open different window tabs to compare prices or features of the
product/service they wish to purchase. Many retailing websites offer the facility where different
products they sell can now be easily compared. There is also price comparison websites that
customers can use to get the best possible price for their products.

Clear product information for the customer
Websites offer clear product information on the product or service. There is little chance of
misinterpretation or mishearing what the sales person said.

Transparent pricing
Pricing online is very clear and transparent for the customer. Customers can take advantages of
pricing that may change regularly or take advantages of special offers that last for a limited period.

Track your purchase
Consumers have to pay for their product /service before they receive it. It is important that
consumers feel reassured when this happens. Many websites allow consumers to track their
purchase from order, dispatch to transportation before delivery to their home address. Again this
reassures the consumer and makes them feel that they are obtaining a good service online.

Reduction in personal carbon footprint.
As consumer spend more time shopping online and use their cars less. Their personal carbon
footprint is reduced.

24/7 Shopping
There is no time restriction on when a consumer can shop online. Many online sales now start at
midnight on a particular day encouraging customers to shop all hours of the day.

Online advertising budgets in India have been tipped to grow at the
fastest pace since 2011.
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A new report from the Internet and Mobile Association of India (IAMAI) and IMRB International
outlines a series of predictions for online ad spend within the country between 2014-15. According
to the results, a total of Rs 2,750 crore (£276 million) was dedicated to marketing via the internet in
the year to March 2014. Both organisations expect this to reach Rs 3,574 crore (£359 million) by the
same period next year, with increased spend on search and display driving the growth. Video ads will
also contribute to the 30% lift in spend year on year, while new ways to measure return on digital
activity make for an appealing proposition. Growth maintained Since reaching a total of Rs 1,140
crore (£110 million) in 2011, India’s online advertising market has seen three years of double-digit
growth. A 54% year-on-year rise saw the total hit Rs 1,750 crore (£170 million) in 2012 as brands
began to shift more spend from offline to online.

Search and display are driving most of the growth, accounting for 38% and 29% of all money spent
online, but new contributors are starting to emerge. Spend on video ads rose 51% between 20132014 and its annual total of Rs 303 crore (£30 million) could be expected to grow even higher over
the next year. Mobile marketing is also expected to play a bigger part in 2015 and beyond, keeping
to a compound annual growth rate of 43% in the year to March 2015.

Internet Marketing in India
Internet marketing in India is the buzz word today. It is because the Internet is spreading all over the
country like wild fire.
This is evident from around 50 million people in India who are linked through the internet while the
figure touches 1.7 billion people the world over. With such a large audience connected to the net,
there’s a huge opportunity for the businesses to tap the market through internet marketing
companies in India.
Internet marketing in India has taken off recently. In a short span of time, this industry has grown
tremendously. This is because the online marketing companies in India have made inroads for their
clients. The internet marketing processes used in India are highly innovative which has helped
businesses gain advantage over their competitors. We are one such internet marketing company in
Delhi which has made break through marketing strategies for our clients.

What are the internet marketing processes used in India to promote
businesses?
There are various processes to promote your business through internet marketing. These may be
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through SEOs, SEMs, social networking sites, etc. Internet marketing companies in India have quickly
caught up with these new trends.
This has enabled us to become one of the most credible online marketing companies in India.
Various ways of internet marketing followed by online marketing companies in India are as follows:

Social Networking Sites:
These are the most popular websites on the net and yield great potential through which Indian
marketing companies can market their clients business. There are millions of net users becoming
members of these sites. As a result many social networking sites are mushrooming every now and
then. Currently, Face book has more than 375 million members logged on to it.

Online Marketing Websites
Top 10 e-commerce brands in India
We were working on a report on the social media performance of e-commerce brands based out of
India. The definition of e-commerce itself becomes ambiguous. So, we finally settled down to all
types of e-commerce, pure play e-commerce as well as brick and mortar companies that has gone
into
online
business.
The following were the top 10 e-commerce brands based on Simplify360 Score.

People becoming busy with their work and commitments, they are left out with only a little spare
time. In addition, with wide availability and usage of smart devices, people find internet as the
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easiest medium to meet their requirements. This has given immense popularity to online shopping
sites in India, numerous online shopping websites are flaunting best deals to lure buyers.
Flipkart.com
Flipkart.com is the most popular of all Indian online shopping companies, offering genuine products
to people. They have huge stock of innumerable products like clothes, music, electronics, books,
health products, kid’s toys and accessories, perfumes, games, movies, home appliances, shoes,
stationeries and many more things.
Flipkart.com e-Gift Vouchers (EGV) are issued by Qwik Cilver Solutions. Qwik Cilver is a private
limited company incorporated under the laws of India, and is the issuer of Gift Cards/Vouchers.
Jabong.com
Jabong.com is certainly in the acclaimed list of online shopping websites in India. One of the best
customer support services I found in India. The online shopping website is highly popular in offering
best quality products of reputed brands. Customers can cater to a wide variety of fashion apparel,
footwear, accessories and even jewelries. They have huge collection of all mentioned items for
women, kids and men
Snapdeal.com
Snapdeal.com started their online business platform in 2010 under the leadership of Rohit Bansal
and Kunal Bahl. Presently, they are placed at favorable positions on the list of online shopping
sites in India. They offer widest range of products – lifestyle, fashion apparel, accessories,
electronics, games, eateries, chocolates, grooming, books etc., for both men and women.
The online shopping platform has their service in more than 50 cities across India and also has a
record 15 million registered users in the country. The website features more than 3000 brands –
national, international and even less famous yet offering quality products. The online store has more
than 200 categories featuring more than 250000 products listed with them. More than 25000
products are sold every day.
Amazon.in
Amazon is one of the most reputed name in the world of online shopping for products like ebooks,
electronics and others items. The Amazon India website and it services are being tweaked for India
and its hugely growing online shoppers. Amazon. in is operated by Amazon Seller Services Private
Ltd, an affiliate of Amazon.com, Inc. is a Fortune 500 company based in Seattle, that opened on the
World Wide Web in July 1995; and today offers Earth’s Biggest Selection.
Free2enjoy.com
The basic theme behind Free2enjoy is, to help youths and corporate people to enjoy the every
moment of life without fear of inflation and to solve all discount related queries by providing an
ultimate solution to customer's hunt for day to day buying need. In order to insure complete quality
service, we offer a wide choice of discount to provide the optimum service level at the most
competitive price.
Free2enjoy Privilege Card is a "Discount Card" which will help you to save money wasting time for
bargain and hesitate to ask discount at the time of dinning out or shopping.
Naaptol.com
Naaptol.com is one of the fastest growing top ecommerce sites in India. The company was founded
on 2008 under Manu Agarwal. Initially the company served as a search engine to provide
comparison of product prices and offer services for product research. A year later, they emerged to
be an online marketing platform and were able to create a furor in the market. With plenty of items
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in store, like cameras, tablets, home appliances, mobiles and others.Naaptol saw a whopping
turnover of more than Rs.10 crore in 2009-10.
Homeshop18.com
Homeshop18.com is a popular online merchandise catering to fulfill major electronics and
household items for online consumers across major locations of the country. One of the most
popular online shopping companies in India,Homeshop18 even offers wide collection of fashion
apparel at high discounts. They showcase more than 1500 products under Indian and even
international brands. The company has close contractual ties with major courier service providers to
deliver ordered products across 3000 locations.

India times Shopping
Shopping.Indiatimes.com now tops the list of online shopping websites in India. The site mostly
deals in electronic gadgets. What is special about this online shopping site is that the owners offer
discount on varied electronic gadgets on the eve of different festivals. The site is quite user friendly
and can be accessed from hi-tech mobile phones easily. People can visit the site to purchase both
new and used mobile phones of reputed brands at considerable price. Along with electronic gadgets,
site owners are also now retailing fashion jewelries, books, lifestyle products etc.
Fashionandyou.com
Fashionandyou.com is an emerging leader of e-retailing industry in India. They are one of the fastest
growing e Commerce retailers with high membership base. The online retailer offers wide range of
products of innumerable brands. They are highly popular due to enormous price cuts; almost up to
80% than existing retail price. The e Commerce platform, among top online shopping sites in India,
gets into partnership with a number of luxury and fashion brands to bring in variety of items at
exclusively lowest prices for a limited period. The company even notifies registered members about
upcoming offers through emails, social networking pages and SMS. No membership charge is
involved to register.
Junglee.com
Junglee.com is one of the top ecommerce websites in India, which is run by Amazon. This site is
mainly operated to help customers search and purchase products from both offline and online
retailers who are operating in India and are attached to Amazon.Com as well. Junglee is mostly
popular for organizing wide range of lifestyle products and accessories and for providing multiple
buying options to customers. Amazon makes use of proven technologies to help customers purchase
lots of products in hassle free manner.

Theoretical Perspective
Using the Prospect Theory on Ecommerce Site
E-marketing has been widespread. Up to 2009, the Internet users have reached 54% of the total
world population. Online sales promotion represents a short-term "weapon" to stimulate customers'
internal impulsiveness and to trigger off impulse buying in the E-business environment. Impulse
buying online, on the other hand, describes the picture of consumers' basic psychological trait and
response toward external stimuli. Previously, some studies have demonstrated that there is impulse
buying in the Internet environment, and some other studies have demonstrated that online sales
promotion is the most important influential source on consumers' purchasing behavior. However,
neither theoretical research nor imperial study has revealed the relationships between the two
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constructs. This paper focuses on online sales promotion and impulse buying online. The paper
investigates the dimensions of online sales promotion, and proposes a theoretical model on the
relationships between online sales promotion and impulse buying online via the time and energy
spended on web browsing.
We have all seen them, the signs and promotions that advertise a limited time offer or event. But do
we know the science behind it and how great marketers set themselves apart by doing the limited
time offer promotion the right way? This has something to do with what is known as Prospect
Theory. Now don’t let me scare you into thinking that I’m going to go into this long technical spiel
about this, because I’m not. But let me give you a quick example of what it is.
Let’s say you decided to try your hand at gambling so you take $50.00 to your local casino. As you’re
playing you are currently in the whole $30.00. Because you are losing money you have the urge to
keep playing to get your many back. Now look at the flip side of that, you are up $10.00. Now you
have the urge to stop and walk with your winnings. Now, why is that? That’s the basic concept of
Prospect Theory. Humans are more risk seeking when losing, however, are more risk adverse when
we are winning. That’s as technical as I’m going to get but I believe that it paints a general picture of
the concept of Prospect Theory. Now how do you apply it to your ecommerce business and your
Promotion cycle?
By offering limited time offer promotions you’ll put a feeling of urgency in your customers as they
will be more risk seeking because of the opportunity of missing (losing) out on the sale. However,
you have to do it in the right way. The article Prospect Theory – Why Limited Time Offers
Work notes that it’s good to give a reason that your customers can use to justify their purchases
after-the-fact. So instead of just saying that your sale is only for a limited time, explain why the deal
is for a limited time. That way the customer can justify the reason to act on the deal and limit the
buyer’s remorse in the decision. So bottom line, get people to feel like that are about to miss out on
something big if they don’t participate and give them a reason to justify the buy so that they don’t
feel bad about the purchase later, i.e. let them see the value on what your trying to sell to them.

Contemporary Approaches
Recent approaches in marketing include relationship marketing with focus on the
customer, business marketing or industrial marketing with focus on an organization or institution
and social marketing with focus on benefits to society.[4] Newer forms of marketing also use
the internet and are therefore called internet marketing or more generally e-marketing, online
marketing, "digital marketing", search engine marketing, or desktop advertising. It attempts to
perfect the segmentation strategy used in traditional marketing. It targets its audience more
precisely, and is sometimes called personalized marketing or one-to-one marketing. Internet
marketing is sometimes considered to be broad in scope, because it not only refers to marketing on
the Internet, but also includes marketing done via e-mail, wireless media as well as driving audience
from traditional marketing methods like radio and billboard to internet properties or landing page.

Objectives
1) To analyze the interest of the retailers towards online promotion.
2) To see how effective online promotion is.
3) To study the response of the retailer towards the services provided by various E
commerce websites.
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4) To see whether the retailers are willing to join the club or not.
Hypothesis
H0: Promotional services offered by various Digital advertising websites have no impact on increasing
the sales volume and profitability of retailers and enhancing customer base to grab new
opportunities.
H1: Promotional services offered by various Digital advertising websites have impact on increasing
the sales volume and profitability of retailers and enhancing customer base to grab new
opportunities.

Research Methodology
Preliminary stage of study- a pilot survey, personal interview of shopkeeper, potential customers
and existing customers numbering 1000 was conducted to arrive at key deliverables which would
ensure customer satisfaction. The research tool (questionnaire) was designed by inducing the
various queries, based on the key deliverables, which would reflect the customer satisfaction.
The research was based on a study of a sample size of 1000 retailers, using simple random sample
selected from the existing database. The research included collection of data from the primary
sources using the research tool (questionnaire). Final stage was to analyze, interpret and draw
conclusions from the data collected.

Data Analysis and Interpretation
1) Age group of people using online marketing:
Age Group
No of Respondents
20 to 30
400
30 to 40
350
40 to 50
150
Above 50
100
Total
1000

Above graph indicates that 40 % respondents are from 20 to 30 age group and 35% respondents are from 30
to 40 age group 15% respondent’s fall in the category of 40 to 50 age group and only 10 % respondents are
above 50 age group.
2) Do you know about online promotion or not?
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It indicates that only 78% of the retailers are aware about online promotion and 22% are not.
3) Are you interested in online promotion or not?

Only 65% of the retailers are interested in online promotion and 35% are not.
4) Are you already promoting your shop on any site?

The above graph indicates that only 70% retailers are already promoting their shop on other online
portal and above 30% are not interested.
5) Which site have you tied up with?
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40 % retailers are using Amazon ,15 % respondents are using Snapdeal, 8 % are using Just Dial, 18% are
using Flip Kart ,14 % are using Olx.in & only 5% are using Free2Enjoy.com.
6) Are you happy with the service they provide?

75% retailers are happy with the services and remaining 25% are not.
7) Do you think it is effective?

70% retailers think that it is effective promoting their shop online and reaming 30% not.
8) Whether your site is providing you membership or not?
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From the above graph it is clear that 80% of retailers use the membership and other remaining 20%
do not.

9) How much discount do you provide normally to customers?
Answers

No of respondents
10%

400

20%

300

30%
More than 30%

200
100

40% retailers give 10% discount to the customers, 30% retailers give 20% discount to the customers. 20%
retailers give 30% and 10% retailers give 10 % discount to customers.
10) Is your shop name properly visible or not.
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It shows that only 72% retailers said that the shop name is properly visible at that site and 28%
didn't think so.
12) How many customers visit your shop through the reference of the site on daily basis?
Answers

No of respondents

10

200

20

250

30
More than 30

350
200

20% retailers said that near about 10 customers visit their shop daily through the reference of the site.25%
retailers said that near about 20 customers visit their shop daily through the reference of the site.35%
retailers said that near about 30 customers visit their shop daily & 20 % said that more than 30 customers
visit their shop daily through the reference of the site.
13) Would you like to tie up with other online companies for demo period?
 Yes
 No
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From the above graph it is clear that 85% retailers said that they are ready to tie up with other
companies for demo period and only 15% are not ready.

Conclusion
Digital advertising is a Portal where the Retailers are able to promote their shop. it is a platform on
which different Brands can promote their schemes and discounts.
It provides convenience in shopping to the customers since all the information about the brand,
products, special offer and discount scheme is available on the portal of the company. Amazon is the
leader in the market followed by Flipkart, Snapdeal & Olx.in.
The effective promotional strategy used is able to create and provide effective internet based customer
services. Various categories of product and services are available with various Digital advertising websites
which is quite large.40 % retailers are using Amazon ,15 % respondents are using Snapdeal, 8 % are using
Just Dial, 18% are using Flip Kart ,14 % are using Olx.in & only 5% are using Free2Enjoy.com.
Study reveals that 80% of retailers use the membership and other remaining 20% are not.20%
retailers said that near about 10 customers visit their shop daily through the reference of the
site.25% retailers said that near about 20 customers visit their shop daily through the reference of
the site.35% retailers said that near about 30 customers visit their shop daily & 20 % said that more
than 30 customers visit their shop daily through the reference of the site. Promotional services
offered by various Digital advertising websites have impact on increasing the sales volume and
profitability of retailers and enhancing customer base to grab new opportunities.
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